Hey Joe
Lyrics by Prof. Matti Alatalo, Tune: Hey Joe, by William M. Roberts

Intro: E7

C G D A E
1. Hey Joe, where you goin' with that pen in your hand?
C G D A E
   Hey Joe, where you goin' with that pen in your hand?
C G D A E
   I'm going to solve an equation, so far solved by no other man.
C G D A E
   I'm going to solve an equation, so far solved by no other man.

C G D A E
2. Hey, Joe, I heard you nailed your problem down.
C G D A E
   Hey, Joe, I heard you nailed your problem down.
C G D A E
   Yes I did, I got a closed form solution without a frown.
C G D A E
   Yes I did, I got a closed form solution without a frown.

C G D A E
3. Hey Joe, where you going to run to now?
C G D A E
   Hey Joe, where you going to run to now?
C G D A E
   I'm going way up north, way up to Stockholm way.
C G D A E
   I'm going way up north, way up to Stockholm way.